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Directions: Read the question. Choose the best answer.      

1  What does the underlined saying mean?

She has her own toys, but she always 
wants her brother’s toys. The grass is 
always greener on the other side of 
the fence. 

 It is hard to share with others.

 You should water the whole lawn equally.

 Other people’s things seem better than 
yours. 

 It is good to separate your things from 
those of other people.

2  What does the underlined saying mean?

You should try out for two parts in 
the school play, not just one. Don’t 
put all your eggs in one basket.

 Eat fewer eggs.

 Get yourself ready.

 Do things carefully.

 Spread out your effort. 

3  What does the underlined saying mean?

The children threw a ball in the 
house when their parents went 
outside. When the cat’s away, the 
mice will play.

 People need to be more active.

 You should not play ball in the house.

 People act differently when not being 
watched. 

 You can use animals to get rid of 
household pests.

4  What does the underlined saying mean?

The plain package held a very 
special gift inside. Don’t judge a 
book by its cover. 

 You should not judge something by the 
way it looks. 

 You should cover things to make them 
look better.

 You should not choose your friends by 
what they give you.

 You should read all types of books.
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Directions: Choose the answer that completes the sentence correctly.  
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7  He earns a large  from his job.

 business

 expense

 service

 income *
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8  Many customers bought the new products 
because they were a good .

 claim

 value *

 profit

 loan
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9  Because he had good , he was 
able to borrow money from the bank.

 debt

 credit *

 advantage

 organization
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10  When you have thought about what people 
need, you can  what to do next.

 invade

 borrow

 supply

 determine *
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5  What does left in the dark mean in  
this sentence?   

No one called her, so she was  
left in the dark about the party.

 not listening well

 not told anything *

 not able to understand

 not able to see at night
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6  What does go the extra mile mean in  
this sentence?

As a dedicated doctor, he would 
often go the extra mile for patients.

 drive a lot

 enjoy helping

 put in extra effort *

 travel to another city
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